INTRODUCTION
It has been introduced by E. Shamir [7] [3, 4] , Later, C. Reutenauer has defined an algebra over a field K by introducing a congruence, induced by a given power series, on K[X\, the set of polynomials over K, which he called syntactic algebra, too. In this way, he advanced the theory of formai power series using high sophisticated algebraic technics [5] .
In this paper, we compare both concepts by regarding them as algebras over a semiring R and dealing with the characteristic power series of a language. -s/ s is a quotient of A Li for any semiring R and language L; -we define the property of a language to be (syntactically) separable and prove: L separabel => sés = A L for any R; the converse is true for R -B; -s#s is the syntactic monoid of a language L related to some submonoid, where L is the nondeterministic version of L.
-sés is a submonoid of the syntactic monoid of L. The autor is very grateful to G. Hotz and Ch. Reutenauer for suggestions and discussions.
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Let X be a finite alphabet and X* the free monoid generated by X with neutral element 1. For each language Lc:X*, the syntactic monoid M L is the quotient of X* modulo the syntactic congruence ~L which is defined (see [2] ):
for all w, w'eX*:
The monoid homomorphism CT : X*^>M L : =X*/~L i w->vv, is called the syntactic morphism.
We define 0 : = {weX*/for all ti, veX* : uwv$L}> A généralisation of this concept is the restriction of X* to any submonoid M of X*. The syntactic monoid of a language L related to some submonoid M^X*is(see [2] ): In this monoid algebra we identify the zero in R and the zero in the monoid (if it exists): 0K = 0 M , that is, we always deal with the contracted algebra of a monoid (see [1] ).
We shall often use the following theorem:
B, C be monoids (monoid algebras). Let f : A -• B, g : A^C monoid epimorphism (monoid algebra epimorphism):
1
) There exists a canonical monoid (algebra) epimorphism h : B -• C, such that hof= gi ifff(a) = f(a') implies g(a)=g(a / ) for all a, a'eA;

2) h is an isomorphism iff f (a) = f (a') o g (à) = g (a'). Proof: Define h: B^C with h(b) : =g(a) if f{a) = b.
SYNTACTIC CONGRUENCES
Let X be a finite alphabet and LaX*.
DÉFINITION 1: We write R(X) instead of R[X*] and call R(X} the algebra of polynomials over R.
A series S = £ s w w, where s w eR and w e X*, is called a formai power series in X with coefficients in R.
The characteristic power series of a formai language LczX* is 5= ^s w w s where s w = 1 iff weL and s w = 0 elsewhere. It is sometimes denoted by L.
We define (S, .) :
This sum is finite, because p is a polynomial. DÉFINITION 2: Let S be a formai power series on X. We define a congruence by: Using Lemma 1,3 we see that *€ is a well defined algebra epimorphism.
SYNTACTICAL SEPARABILITY
Let Lc=X* and S the characteristic power series of L.
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Let R = B, the Boolean semiring with éléments 0 and 1. We have shown: To each summand w t in p exists a summand Wj in q such that w t = Wj and vice versa.
Thus <?(/?) = a (<?).
•" <= " L being not separable means: there exists weP such that for ail M, uel* : «wu £ L or there exists w' e X* with the property ww' veL and w' ^ w.
It follows w + w'#w', but for ail u, ( 
5, uCw + wO^^CS, uwv) + (S, uw'v) = (S, uw'v).
REMARK: Let us assume for a moment, that B is any semiring R. It can be proved by similar arguments that L separable is a sufficient condition for it exists i l9 z 2 , ...,!": x lti x 2l -2 .. .
We call L the nondeterministic version of L (see [6] ). Example: L = D, the Dyck language; L the Greibach language. We want to show, that s/ s the characteristic algebra of L is isomorphic to the syntactic monoid of L related to some submonoid of X*. But there is a small problem. There is always a zero in j/ s , but is there one in the syntactic monoid? The answer is yes, because we had forced it by adjoining the special symbol "0" to the alphabet. It is easy to see, that a word "... In gênerai, S = Syn(^, L) divides Syn(X*, L), the syntactic monoid. But we can prove still more. 2) sé L is a submonoid of the syntactic monoid of L.
